
SOLUTION SHEET: CloudScape

Organizations are overwhelmed with the cloud services choices available. To compound the issue, organizations are not sure what 
the overall impact will be to their business – specifically in the areas of cloud strategy, economics, adoption, management and 
optimization. 

DISCOVER CLOUDSCAPE

CloudScape enables an organization to define a cloud strategy by providing an iterative solution framework to assist in the creation 
of a cloud vision that can be completed with reduced complexity and provide ongoing solution support and optimization.  

Cloud Assist
Cloud Assist is a phase to explore and capture high level opportunities and requirements to leverage cloud services. 

 - Capture business drivers and high level requirements

 - Explore cloud computing benefits, economics, and technical best practices

 - Immerse in demonstrations of business solutions based on cloud services

 - Identify candidate solutions and workloads to drill into further during Cloud Vision 

Cloud Vision 
Cloud Vision starts by planning your organization’s cloud enablement journey.  

ASSESS 

 - Identify business and technical priority

 - Asses existing data center, processes, and workloads to determine any risk factors to moving to the Cloud

 - High level assessment of current and/or future state cloud consumption

 - Assess how your platform is currently deployed and work with your team to develop alternative cloud platform 
concepts oriented towards achieving your migration and/or future solution goals

Your Organization’s Cloud Enablement Journey 
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PILOT

 - Setup initial cloud presence including subscriptions, security integration, and networking between your data 
center and the Cloud

 - Test for performance and Service Level Agreements (SLAs)

PRIORITIZE & ROADMAP

 - Create conceptual cloud architecture that will be re-used by multiple solutions and workloads

 - Create specific architecture to be used by individual solutions and workloads

 - Deliver cloud strategy and roadmap including project phases, tasks, dependencies, and resources to guide 
solution implementation in Cloud Complete

Cloud Complete 
Cloud Complete is an agile and iterative approach to moving existing and new workloads to the Cloud.  

GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE

 - Implement solution based on best practices for governance and regulatory compliance in the Cloud

 - Discover and deliver enterprise Service Level Agreements (SLAs)

SOLUTION VALIDATION

 - Validate individual workload against cloud conceptual architecture (produced in Cloud Vision)

 - Identify success criteria and use cases

 - Pilot implementation of workload in the Cloud

 - Detailed task list for final workload migration/development

MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT

 - Complete the migration and development steps

 - A process or activity identified in Cloud Vision will be developed, retired, or migrated

Cloud Watch 
Once an iteration of Cloud Complete has been accomplished, Cloud Watch allows your application or workload to 
be monitored in the Cloud. 

MONITOR, ADVISE, MANAGE AND OPTIMIZE

 - Manage and monitor multi-server deployments and cloud based applications

 - Monitor and detect patterns and abnormalities

 - Ongoing review and optimization of cloud usage based on activity

 - Ongoing review and consultation on cloud application optimization strategy

 - Provide an extension of your IT team or can be your Cloud IT team

 - Perform operational tasks, resolutions of problems and escalate issues that require your attention

CLOUD STRATEGY — DEFINED

Take the mystery out of creating and implementing a cloud strategy. With CloudScape, enable your organization to 
achieve the cost benefits from the available cloud services, gain better synergies within your organization, and take 
your business to the next level. 
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